Plate 1.82. (left) Eastern facade of Buildings T and P. The lower two courses and krepidoma are Neopalatial; above them the blocks belong to LM III Building P. From southeast, with LM III stela in foreground.

Plate 1.83. (right) LM III stela east of P facade. The block in front and slabs behind functioned as supports below the LM III ground level. From southeast.

Plate 1.84. (left) Gallery P1, northeast corner, with later Archaic Greek walls around well chamber.

Plate 1.85. (left) Greek well (foreground) with steps down from Archaic ground level (center) before removal of fallen blocks, from east.

Plate 1.86. (right) Corner orthostate of Building T (left) on krepidoma (below) on which the southern wall of the Archaic well was constructed, from north.
Plate 1.87. (above left) Gallery P2/3, western end of east-west wall, showing three levels of pebbles in Central Court, from south.
Plate 1.88. (above) Gallery P2, earlier slab pavement of T at west end, showing east-west channel (center), and narrower north-south channel in front of excavator Barbette Spaeth, from west. On right is the south wall of P2.
Plate 1.89. (left) Gallery P2. Earlier remains below LM III floor in east part of gallery P2, showing base of north-south facade wall of Building AA (at a), smaller north-south wall (b), Neopalatial east-west wall of Building T (shared wall of Rooms D and E) (c), paving at d, and east-west walls of Gallery P2 (e, f), from east.
Plate 1.90. Gallery P2, east end, south wall, showing early phase in construction (at a, a, a).

Plate 1.91. Gallery P3 during excavation, with fallen blocks of north wall, from east.

Plate 1.92. Gallery P3, eastern part, showing field stones of “compartments” set on plaster floor with channel (a) and fragment of U-shaped hearth (b), from southeast.

Plate 1.93. Gallery P3, central part, showing stones of compartments (a), foundations of Building T’s wall (common wall of Rooms F and G) at b, and southern wall of P3 (c), from west.
Plate 1.94. Building T, Room F below Building P, Gallery 3. Plastered channels as found (A) and partially restored (C). Later compartments created by low field-stone walls as discovered (B) and as partially restored (D). Bottom, plan showing chases in walls and seven stone bases for supporting timber.